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Comments: Holland lake is a hidden gem for outdoor recreationalists and enthusiasts. As local Montana

residents, the people that live here want to be able to enjoy the quiet calm beauty of the amazing natural places

we have here in Montana. In recent years we are seeing floods of people and corporations come to Montana who

say they want to enjoy the beauty too, but they just come develop the land so they can enjoy the beauty from

their multimillion dollar house or lodge that they built.

 

Expanding and developing the small historic lodge on Lake Holland will destroy the natural beaty of the lake

FOREVER. It's projects like this that open the flood gates to not only develop that land they are proposing to, but

inevitably everything nearby as well. It will not only effect the people that come to recreate there, but the delicate

wildlife that calls the lake and surrounding area home as well. Some of the last few western Montana Loon

populations call Holland Lake home and developing on the shores of their home will push them away.

 

This development is a terrible idea and I hope the National Forest Service that protects our public lands will

continue to protect this special place by not allowing a wealthy corporation from a different state to come pilfer

our natural lands for their monetary gain. We do not need a modern lodge on every beautiful lake that exists.

Especially this one. If we continue developing places like this, the next generations will never know what it's like

to experience natural beauty without a cappuccino in their hand. Do not develop Holland Lake any further. Let the

out of state corporations develop in their own states and get permission from their own resident's.


